
The microeconomic and macroeconomic costs of a monopoly 

monster: the ATH, FNPF and the throttling of the Fiji economy

  
For centuries, economists have known that monopolies can be extremely damaging for 

society. 

 

They charge higher prices than under perfect competition 

They therefore limit consumption 

There is a massive loss of consumer surplus 

 

Sometimes one monopoly firm can have a massive damaging effect on the economy. 

 

So why would any government deliberately create a super-monopoly (Amalgamated 

Telecommunications Holdings) (ATH)?  

 

And moreover sell it to their own pension fund- the FNPF - whose short-term financial 

interests then become interlocked with that of the private shareholders in the monopoly? 

 

While creating huge long fallout for the economy because of a constrained 

telecommunications sector. 



Look at the bigger picture, over the long term.   

About how to look after the entire country’s interests and not just the narrow interests of 
one or two stakeholders, some of whom cannot be placed in neat compartments. 

 

Note: FNPF depositors are also tax-payers; but not all tax-payers are FNPF depositors;  

FNPF has its own interests- not just in ATH but in the wider economy;  

 

Telecom (and staff) has its own interest;  

Cable & Wireless had its own interests apart from their FINTEL interests 

 

Government has many interests,  

 

 not just as owners of assets,  

 as the largest borrower from FNPF;  

 but also as managers of the economy,  

 influenced by voters and organisations, including the powerful unions 

 

As in all small countries, social, political and economic issues all inter-twined  

 

With the key actors all related and known to each other. 
 



Before the creation of the ATH Super Monopoly  

Fiji’s telecommunications industry consisted virtually of  vertical bilateral monopolies 

with public ownership at all levels 

 

  International consumers and carriers 

 

 

    FINTEL  (Cable and Wireless 50%,   FG 50%) 

 

 

 

 Telecom     Vodaphone (50% V UK,  50% Telecom) 

 (100% FG) 

 

 

 

    

   Domestic consumers 

  



Prices everywhere were set by monopoly   

With FINTEL monopolising the international gateway 

 

With Telecom Fiji the monopoly on landline networkds 

 

With Vodaphone having monopoly on the mobile network 

 

Price set were not free market competitive prices in the normal sense; not “efficiency 

prices” 

 

Monopoly profits made everywhere. 

 

Significant loss of consumer surplus for all household consumers of telecommunications 

goods and services (reduction of consumer welfare) 

 

Significant loss of surplus for Fiji producers who must use more expensive telecomm 

goods and services (hence lose out to international competitors) 

 

Suppression of possibly massive industry based on data-processing and call-centres. 



Service generally pathetic- especially by Telecom Fiji   

When there is competition, new products coming on the market are quickly introduced, 

because of the imperative to stay ahead of the competition 

 

When there is no competition and especially where there may have been very large 

investments made in earlier products 

 

Then there is a natural tendency to squeeze the last drop of profits out of the old 

investments, instead of “wasting” money on new investments: this is the case everywhere 

market power exits. 

 

This is worse with fully government-owned enterprises- public enterprises- like Telecom 

Fiji- where neither the government ministers, not the managers own the enterprise; they 

do not enjoy any share of the profits except indirectly through benefits (principal-agent 

problem: “outside the box” lecture) 

 

While FINTEL and Vodaphone were driven by their private shareholders to maximise 

profits. 

 



Incredible privatising processes – a PhD thesis  

Government wanted to raise a large sum of money to pay for the NBF disaster (cost more 

than $220 millions) 

 

They decided to sell off part of their govt.ownd  shares in FINTEL and Telecom. 

 

Minister driving the process: Jim Ah Koy then the Finance Minister. 

 

Assisted by army of consultants making buckets of money. 



The creation of a super monopoly by the  Minister of Finance   

Created a large holding company (Amalgamated Telecom Holdings Limited)  

comprising all of Government’s  ownership in the telecommunications industry. 

i.e.  

 

=     100% of Telecom Fiji  (hence 51% of Vodaphone) 

 

 51% of FINTEL    + 

 

 (+ Telephone Directories) 

 

ATH became a super-monopoly with interests throughout the entire industry. 

 

And Govt offered 49% of ATH shares for sale to the public 

 

(possibility of another 2% and then later another 20% later) 

 

With public even encouraged to withdraw from FNPF to buy ATH shares. 



Four days before the closing date of the tenders   

Government had to change the terms of tender. 

 

Imagine:  after all that expensive legal advice, Government found that they could not sell 

49% of Government's 51% equity in FINTEL  because Cable and Wireless (in the fine 

print) had first right to purchase Government’s shares. 

 

So Government had to offer something called "management rights" over Government’s 

51% of FINTEL shares  

 

With the successful buyer entitled to receive 80% of the dividends due to Government 

from FINTEL (i.e not 49% of Government's 51% share of the dividends) 

 

Hence successful buyer was being offered not 0.2499 of total FINTEL dividends but 

0.408 of FINTEL dividends (in addition to the rest)-  

 

i.e. higher cash flows, but lower  equity ownership. 

 



Result of the bidding process?   

Only  2 real bidders: 

 

1. Cable and Wireless: made no specific bid, merely an equity swop believed to 

 be worth in the range  $60m to $90m) 

 

2. Fiji National Provident Fund: which bid $253 million  

 (supposedly advised by the international firm Arthur Anderson) 

 

Serious questions for the tax-payers and FNPF shareholders (different groups): 

 

Why only 2 bids?   There can be no confidence that the $253 million was a competitive 

bid. 

 

Why such a massive difference in bids? 

 

Why no strategic partners?  

 



No internal govt agreement on the future regulatory environment   

Government unable to come to agreement with FINTEL (Cable and Wireless) and 

Telecom Fiji on future regulatory framework, introduction of competition, industry 

environment, or tariff structures 

 

Policy statements from Minister of Finance contradicted policy statements by the 

Minister of Communications (especially on competition policy); Commerce Commission 

was just being set up. 

 

Government claimed: monopoly exclusivity had been reduced from 17 years to 5 years. 

 

This was challenged by Cable and Wireless. (did Govt. give C&W a "letter of comfort" a 

few months prior to the sale- when FINTEL invested in the Southern Cross Cable?)   

 

The ATH 2000 Annual Report refers to 15 years of monopoly remaining 

 

C&W also disputed proposed "license fees” (to counter monopoly) 



The 2001 Annual Report of the ATH stated   (p.6) 

“There is an air of uncertainty  in the telecommunication industry following 

Government’s issuance of five ISP licenses during the year.  Government has made a 

commitment to ATH to protect its exclusive right to provide telecommunications 

services within Fiji until at the earliest December 2003. This action would be in conflict 

with their commitment...”   

 

 

“Although Government has still not set a definitive regulatory framework for 

telecommunications operators in the country, we are cautiously optimistic that a clear 

policy will soon be developed”. 

 

 



Also under dispute:  

Cable and Wireless, under their original agreement, disputed Government’s right to sell 

off majority majority shares in FINTEL to third party (hence Government sells strange 

creature:  “management rights”). 

 

Serious doubts about the magnitude and timing of reduction in international telephony 

accounting rates (driven by US Federal Communications Commission) which could have 

major impact on revenues of FINTEL and Telecom:  Cable and Wireless warned of 

possible 80% reduction in foreign currency earnings over next 5 years. 

 

Doubts about the internal split of revenues between Telecom and Cable and Wireless: 

currently 53% in favour of Telecom, supposed to rise further, but resisted by Cable and 

Wireless. 

 

Also possible losses of revenues because of increasing use of  

 -call-backs (remember that company Telpak that came and went?) 

 - by-pass mechanisms 

 - refiling 



Valuation of the ATH shares being sold?   

For Government, shares valued at  Value (midpoints of ranges) 

 

Rothschild (1996)   $251m 

Rothschild (1998)   $237m  

 

But they assumed continued monopoly:  did not allow for  

 future competition,  

 reduction in accounting rates,  

 increased volume of trade through the Southern Cross;  

 while using international comparators not suitable for Fiji. 

 

Credit-Suisse First Boston (1998) much more realistic  $145m (up to $160m) 

 

For FNPF, shares valued by Arthur Anderson valued the shares for FNPF at 

   

  $223m (without management rights) 

  $253m (with management  rights) 

 

 



Credit Suisse Boston valuation  

The higher value ($160 millions) predicated on the following being satisfied:  

 

1. That  350 Telecom staff  would be made redundant by the year 2003 (even with 

generous redundancy package, would increase  value by $50m) 

 

2. Through adjusted tariffs, better products, customer loyalty, lead to increased volume 

of transactions (add $30m) 

 

3. Also through greater knowledge and experience of strategic partner,   

 - reduction of capital expenditure by 10% per annum  

 - 10% saving in administrative costs by 2003 

 - inventory write-offs cease by 2002 

 - tighter credit control significantly reducing debtor provisioning  

 

BUT Credit Suisse also noted "revenue enhancement and cost reduction strategies 

employed by these operators may not be achievable under current Telecom management 

and ownership” 



FNPF amazingly paid $253 millions  

Highest valuation on the 49% ATH shares: Credit Suisse Boston ($160 millions) 
predicated on the following being satisfied: 

 

1. That  350 Telecom staff  would be made redundant by the year 2003 (even 
with generous redundancy package, would increase  value by $50m) 

 

2. Through adjusted tariffs, better products, customer loyalty, lead to increased 
volume of transactions (add $30m) 

 

3. Also through greater knowledge and experience of strategic partner,   

 

 - reduction of capital expenditure by 10% per annum  

 - 10% saving in administrative costs by 2003 

 - inventory write-offs cease by 2002 

 - tighter credit control significantly reducing debtor provisioning  

 

Worse still:  there were only 2 bidders. 



Sale of ATH shares not at “arms length”?    

CEO of FNPF (Lionel Yee) 

 - had been Chairman of Board of Telecom just prior to sale 

 - also Chairman of Board of South Pacific Stock Exchange 

 - became Chairman of ATH, Telecom, Vodaphone. 

 

PS Finance (Narube) (former Governor of the RBF) 

 - responsible for managing the sale of ATH 

 - Chairman of Board of FNPF (“withdrew” for the purchase of ATH) 

 - Chairman of FINTEL, Board Member of ATH, Telecom 

  

Minister of Finance (Mr Ah Koy) 

 - appoints Chairman of FNPF, FINTEL 

 - biggest borrower from FNPF 

 - sold ATH to FNPF 

 

Governor of the RB 

 - limits by law amounts that FNPF can invest overseas 

 - Chairs FNPF Board  

 - chief regulator of domestic financial market 



Fiji Government guaranteed continued ATH monopoly   

To maximise value of shares sold, Government needed to maintain exclusivity 

of Telecom, FINTEL and Vodaphone; which meant higher prices for services 

 

If industry de-regulated and competition prevails, then profits, dividends, and 

value of shares will fall. 

 

New buyers of ATH shares will feel cheated: eg FNPF 

 

FNPF, Vodaphone and Cable and Wireless threatened to sue Government if 

competition brought in. 

 

So all the monopolies continued for another 8 years- until just recently, with 

Digicel being allowed in.... 



Was purchase of ATH good for FNPF? 

Moderate returns to its ATH shares   But, ..... 

 

FNPF’s target rate of return on gilt-edge investments is only 1% in excess of the rate of 

inflation: expected immediate ATH return: just over 5%. 

 

Rate of discount used by FNPF to value dividend flows may be lower than that used by 

Cable and Wireless, hence price paid for ATH shares can be higher...  Slightly ... but not 

by as much as $160 millions... 

 

FNPF annually receives in excess of $150 millions which must be invested;  With 

economy in doldrums, there were, and still are, very large amounts un-invested, yielding 

minimal returns (ATH return is definitely higher). Government (Reserve Bank) 

regulations limit FNPF investment overseas. 

 

In any case, FNPF has been receiving reasonable ATH dividends over the last 10 years:  

 

But at what cost? 



Impact of ATH sale on stakeholders? 

FINTEL (Cable and Wireless): continued its monopoly 

 

Telecom: continued its virtual monopoly on landlines (but competition through 

Vodaphone, whose profits it continued to share) 

 

Vodaphone: continued its monopoly for a while before Digicel arrived. 

 

What kind of competition is InkkMobile? 

 

Telecom/FINTEL/Vodaphone staff”: continued to enjoy perks that come with monopoly 

and duopoly: one indicator: huge advertising and sponsorship deals. 

 

So Fiji Consumers of telecommunication  services: continued to pay high prices for these 

last 10 years 

 

Negative macro effects: high telecommunication prices for the entire economy:  

 

Worse: a major potential industry stifled  

 



One bad economic policy decision: 

Stifling of potentially massive data processing, call centre industry 

In 1997, Cable and Wireless landed a fibre-optic cable (Southern Cross Cable) in Fiji at a 

cost of about US$30 millions, connecting Fiji to North America, Australia and NZ; 

Europe, East Asia and the world;  capable of supporting a massive call centre and data-

processing industry based on  

 our convenient time zone 

 our excellent workers good in english and computers 

 eg India’s call-centre industry now employs millions 

 

But in Fiji, over the last five years, despite high telecom prices, Quest company employs 

a mere few hundred of people, but  earning more than $15,000 per year. 

 

If lower telecom prices had encouraged this industry to grow:  

 

30,000 workers at $15,000 each = $450 millions  (all well above the poverty line) (and 

worth far more than tourism or sugar industries with their paltry incomes) 

 

Of which Govt would have got 25% as taxes every year:  $113 millions 

 

And FNPF would have got 16% or $72 millions extra per year. 



And what did Fiji Government/Ministry of Finance get out of it?  

By 1998, Fiji’s Budget Deficit and Public Debt had shot up by more than $200 million  

 

Because of injection of $220m into the NBF disaster to safeguard depositors 

 

Minister of Finance promised Parliament to reduce Public Debt and Deficit to previous 

levels: needed > $200m; had to sell a large, profitable public enterprise;   

 

He told Parliament Government did well out of the sale: the return on the ATH shares 

was less than the interest he was paying on the Government debt that FNPF returned as 

part of the payment. 

 

So Government did OK in the short run  (from its own narrow budgetary perspective) 

 

But the Government has remained in terrible financial difficulties. 

 

 



What can FNPF do in the future?  

FNPF represents only those with deposits in FNPF  (mostly wages and salaried people)- 

it is still a “private entity” (think of Venn diagram). 

 

FNPF does not have any legal or moral responsibility to look after the interests of the 

tax-payers of Fiji, or consumers of telecomm services. 

 

FNPF was given a legal undertaking by Government of continued monopoly rights: 

partly on which understanding, it bid the high price it did. 

 

If Government forces competition on FNPF, or decrees tariff reductions for 

communications services, including Internet, FNPF would be legally obliged to sue 

Government (tax-payers)  for damages (and would succeed, like C&W). 

 

The FNPF Board does have worker representation, including those under the influence of 

the unions in the communications industry: FNPF will have great difficulty in squeezing 

profits through redundancy exercises unacceptable to unions. 

 

It would probably and similarly face union opposition were it now to try to sell off parts 

of the ATH Empire to the commercial private sector. 



What about Telecom Fiji’s position?   

For more than thirty years, Telecom has been expected to take lines out to the rural areas, 

to serve villages and rural settlements. 

 

The costs per kilometer mile in rural areas are astronomical  The actual volume of usage 

low.  Even marginal cost pricing would put the services out of reach of the rural people. 

 

Someone must subsidise. In the past it was Telecom itself, ensuring cross-subsidies from 

one set of consumers (usually the affluent urban) to the rural consumers. But why should 

other consumers subsidise those in the rural area? 

 

Really the burden of meeting a Government objective of encouraging rural development, 

reduce rural:urban drift etc. should be placed on tax-payers in general- not Telecom, or 

FNPF. 

 

Ideally, Government (tax-payers) should in a transparent fashion, pay the full cost of the 

subsidies.  Until quite recently, they were quite reluctant to do so. They are paying some 

small sums now. 

 

But they continue to make profits from their shares in Vodaphone; and ATH looks after 

their interest. 

 



Where has it left consumers?   

The business community cannot compete internationally unless telecommunications 

charges match those faced by their competitors 

 

Fiji’s consumers cannot keep missing out on the benefits of globalisation and cheaper 

prices for essentials 

 

Students of the country, must prepare for globalisation, compete with children in Sydney 

and Singapore; but the national annual averages spent per primary or secondary school 

child on books and other teaching materials is pitifully small- and educational resources 

they currently have is pitiful 

 

Our children cannot afford the Internet charges, blocking access to the world’s 

information resources.  

 

Long-term capacity for Fiji to benefit from globalisation under threat 

 

 



The continuing conflicting objectives of stakeholders in telecommunications  

  

Fiji consumers (both private and commercial) want cheaper telecommunication rates 
(lower local and international call rates, lower mobile charges, lower Internet charges), 
better quality and range of products 

 

Government (taxpayers) wants more efficient and competitive economy, more 
providers, and lower communications charges 

 

Government (supposedly representing tax-payers) wants higher dividends from its 
public enterprises (including ATH), hence higher telecomm prices 

 

FNPF (and contributors) wants maximum return from ATH shares hence higher prices 
for the monopoly; but long term interests in economy growing. 

 

Telecomm, FINTEL and Vodaphone staff want maximum profits and benefits for 
themselves, hence higher prices 

 

International carriers want bigger cuts out of international traffic for themselves, hence 
higher prices for their own products, but lower prices for Fiji purchasers 

 

While competition from Digicel will help consumers and the economy, it will hurt 
Govt’s dividends from Vodaphone: hence it is not in Govt’s short financial interest to 
encourage Digicel: but international calls, Digicel has to buy from Telecom and FINTEL 
who share interests with Vodaphone. 



What had to happen, and is happening now after 10 years  

Competition has come:  The Internet; Skype; and now Digicel 

 

Prices have decreased, and services are being diversified: eg mobiles now allow 
access to Internet, TV, radio etc 

 

Coverage has grown exponentially: satellites mean that even rural communities 
are now linked. 

 

Hopefully, new industries are going to rise. 

 

Major regulation problems: inter-connection rates between all the service 
providers, when the interests of ATH demand that its overall profits from 
Vodaphone, Telecom and FINTEL are maximised in total: ie opposed to 
Digicel’s interests. 

 

All coming ten years too late. 

 

What has been the impact on economic growth? 


